


             Vixen was very helpful throughout the full process 
and provided a great service! Such a good and honest 
company!

               I would recommend Vixen purely based on how 
easily and efficient the machine is to use with great 
results. In a busy workshop, time is always limited; the 
blaster has really sped up my job turnaround times.

              The service when purchasing the Aquablast 
machine was excellent. With delivery prompt and 
us kept well informed of in-transit information, the 
Aquablast arrived well packaged and in perfect 
condition, with excellent documentation on 
equipment setup!
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The service we received was outstanding and 
the service engineer who came to set up the 
machine, couldn’t have been more helpful.

Stunning results every time and it’s such 
an easy machine to work with.

Mr Reifen Felgendoktor, one of the most popular wheel 
repairers based in Dortmund, Germany, purchased the 
Vixen Aqua Wheelblaster machine to prepare alloy wheels.  
Before purchasing the Aqua Wheelblaster, Mr Reifen would 
scotch brite the wheels by hand and this would take up to 30 
minutes per wheel. Now, using the Vixen Aqua Wheelblaster 
it only takes 3 minutes to prepare a wheel before powder 
coating.

Mr Reifen Felgendoktor

Sytner Group the UK’s largest motor dealership by 
revenue has over 30 Vixen Vertical Wheel Lathes and Aqua 
Wheelblasters throughout the UK. This is what Gary from 
Sytner High Wycombe had to say about their Vixen machine:

Sytner Group

The quality of the finished wheels has 
been first class and has been much 
admired by our expanding client base..

DC Alloys based in Barnstaple, North Devon is a family 
run business that repair diamond cut alloy wheels.

DC Alloys



Windows operating system
Scanning of original wheel in under 30 seconds 
Easy to use, user friendly LCD touch screen                   
Scanning of original wheel made quick and easy with 
laser probing technology
Can process wheels up to 35” in diameter
Pneumatic vertical door
Single cast machine bed for greater stability
Vertical chuck with enhanced turning performance 
giving greater accuracy than a horizontal lathe
UK technical support
Inclusive training on site
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Abrasive key Dry pre-paint

Acid wash Quick dryPower wash

Optional pneumatic lift complies with health and safety 
Internal spigot ensures ease of handling and loading 
Durable high pressure pump
Dust – free process
Compact cabinet design
Blow off gun to remove excess water and media ready 
for painting
Combines six processes in one machine
Wheels can be prepared in less than three minutes




